The legal status of the waters met by the Manhattan during her voyage through the Arctic '
In this study, we shall attempt to determine the legal status of the waters which the Manhattan meets during her voyage through the Arctic. The legal status of the waters can be labeled as being inland, territorial or as forming part of the high seas. The waters which the Manhattan meets during her voyage can be either inland or partly territorial and partly high seas. The waters may not be considered as either territorial or high seas because Canada has formally acknowledged that her territorial waters do not exceed three marine miles, and, if the legal status of part of the waters is considered territorial, then the waters which the Manhattan crosses will be mostly high seas because the distance between the Canadian territorial waters surrounding the islands in most areas is considerable and therefore the area between the territorial waters must be considered as being part of the high seas. This can be easily understood if one looks at a map of the Canadian Arctic -for example, between Melville Island and Stefansson Island there is a distance of over seventy-five (75) miles, some area between these islands will therefore be considered part of the high seas. As Alvin Hamilton so adequately expressed it in 1957, the legal status of the waters which the Manhattan meets during her voyage is difficult to determine :
"Leads of water do open up as a result of the pack ice being in continuous motion, but for practical purposes it might be said for the most part to be a permanently frozen sea. It will be seen then, that the Arctic Ocean north of the Archipelago is not open water nor has it the stable qualities of land. Consequently, the rules of international law may or may not have application." 2 It is therefore necessary to be conscious of the particular problem presented by the ice. However, the difficulty offered by the presence of ice is not the only one, the Convention of 1958 on the Territorial Sea has not been ratified by Canada. This is why we shall have to refer mostly to conventional and customary law. Many Canadians have given their opinion on the subject, but these opinions are often incomplete and contradictory.
3 Very few laws have been made touching the legal status of the waters in the Arctic ; of course, these laws, in the eyes of international law do not take on much value insomuch as they are not recognized by the other nations concerned.
* N.D.L.R.: Essai rédigé sous la direction du professeur A. Dufour et de monsieur P. M.
Langlumé dans le cadre du cours de Droit international public, i See Paul KIDD, "The S.S. Manhattan: commercial adventure in undertermined waters" (Nov. 17, 1969) Only one treaty, the Treaty of Paris in 1763, has been made concerning the Arctic territory.
In this study, we shall consider the following points. Firstly, the concept of sovereignty will be examined. In order that waters be considered inland waters of a state, these waters must be surrounded by territory over which the state is sovereign. It is implicit in the notion of territorial waters that these waters in order to be considered the territorial waters of a state must surround territory over which his state is sovereign. Secondly, we shall entertain the possibility that the waters which the Manhattan crosses could be considered as inland waters of Canada, in this section the reasons why this theory is upheld and by whom will be discussed as well as the consideration that if these waters should be in effect inland waters of Canada what rights and obligations would Canada have. Finally a brief appreciation of this theory will be given. Thirdly, the possibility that the waters which the Manhattan crosses could be considered partly as territorial waters and partly as high seas will come to our attention. We shall then proceed with this theory in much the same fashion as we did for the first. Fourthly, the reasons why the legal status of the waters in the Arctic could never be resolved in the same way as the legal status of the land covered with ice was resolved for the Antarctic in 1961 will be considered. It is imperative for us to determine on which grounds Canada has claimed sovereignty to some of the land in the Arctic, precisely to the land which surrounds the waters through which the Manhattan navigates. At the Institute of International Law at Lausanne in 1888, the following conditions were deemed necessary to justify the occupation of a territory as a sovereign : firstly, that' the territory to be taken into possession be enclosed within certain limits and be made in the name of the government ; secondly, that the taking into possession of a territory be made by publication or by diplomatic channels. The notification of possession must contain an approximate description of the limits of the territory involved.
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In 1907, Senator Poirier stated that Canada could base her claims in the Arctic on three events and one theory, the three events being firstly, the Poirier, states which have land bordering the Arctic Circle have a rightful claim to all the territory that lies north of its land, that is, all the land included between the meridians of longitude which are touched by the most easterly and westerly points of this nation's territory on the Arctic Circle. This land follows the meridians of longitude right up to the north pole. This view was thought to include all territory, land, water or ice. The Soviet Union, in 1926, officially recognized this conception inasmuch as lands and islands were considered, and used the sector theory as the foundation for their claim in 1926. i8 Poirier also referred only to lands and islands. Although the sector theory has been enunciated by a Canadian, Canada has not relied on the sector principle to stake her claim in the Canadian Arctic. This theory is not alluring from a legal point of view, as it places a nation in legal possession of land whether it be discovered or not. Moreover, the basis of Senator Poirier's opinion as well as that of his supporters, is the principle of contiguity, a principle which is more geographical than anything else.
What may serve as a support to the sector principle is effective occupation. Effective occupation is an important element in the establishment of the sovereignty of a nation. Alvin Hamilton states : "Sovereignty is the effective occupation of an area by a country which has command or control over it."
17 Canada recognizes the doctrine of effective occupation, in 1958, Pearson said : "The sector theory itself is not enough, it must be followed by rights based on discovery and effective occupation."
18 But, what can be used as proof of effective occupation ? It is obvious that an area such as the Arctic Circle cannot be populated in an extensive fashion on account of the climate.
!" See Thomas CHAPAIS, Cours d'Histoire du Canada, Québec, Garneau, 1919, vol However, the fact that family allowances are distributed to the few who live there, the existence of the Alert base on Ellesmere island, and the fact that the MacMillan Expedition in 1925 finally had to apply for a license in order to travel and explore the Northwest territories certainly suggest control.
According to the doctrine of effective occupation, Canada has a superior claim, in the Arctic ; this country has initiated criminal proceedings, the construction of public works, census, tax assessments, fishing license, the public registry of deeds, etc. 
.]" i»
In 1904, the minister of the Interior published a map which delimited our territory in this way : the eastern boundary : 60 th meridian of west longitude extending just east of Ellesmere island northerly to the pole, and the western boundary : 141" meridian of west longitude extending to the North Pole.
2 » All the maps since 1904 have shown those same meridians as international boundaries.
2i However, the legal value of maps is limited, the simple delimitation of boundaries on a map cannot serve as the basis for a sovereign claim especially in the case of water areas.
Concerning the two laws, a law in 1925 prohibited anyone from penetrating into the Northwest Territories except if given authorization by the government. 22 In 1926, the Privy Council made a law, in virtue of which, the Arctic regions became a hunting territory for the exclusive use of the natives.
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It is my opinion that we may conclude here that Canada definitely has a rightful territorial claim to the islands that lie within her sector of the Arctic Circle, not only in virtue of the sector theory but for many other good reasons. As a matter of fact, her claim to territorial sovereignty in the Arctic has never been questioned.
Inland waters
Canada regards the waters between the archipelago lying to the north of the Canadian inland as territorial waters. Canada has never claimed these waters as being inland waters. However, one could feasibly conceive that Canada could claim these waters as inland waters. The archipelago, when one looks at a map, is a natural extension of the continent. The claim of these waters as inland waters would not be contrary to the provisions of the Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone, 24 nor to the principles established by the International Court of Justice in the Norwegian Fisheries case.
M The real question which comes to light in the choice of baselines is whether certain sea areas lying within these lines" are sufficiently closely linked to the land territory so as to become inland waters -usually, economic interests peculiar to a region, such as fishing, which have been exploited since a long time. These were the criterions used by the court in the Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries case in 1951 28 to determine whether or not they should apply the concept of straight baselines. In reality, the only common element between the Canadian Arctic and the Norwegian Skjaergaard is the geographic similarity. However, as we have seen, this is not enough to support a claim to having interior waters! It is obvious that in the future, the waters, which the Manhattan crosses today, will be of great economic interest to Canada. But, we must add that the economic, link of the waters to Canada's mainland has been rather feeble in the sense that one cannot assert previous usage of these waters to any great extent.
Even if Canada could succeed in claiming the Arctic waters in her sector as inland waters in the eyes of international law, according to the 1958 Convention, 27 her rights would be limited for two reasons, because Canada's waters would be newly acquired inland waters surrounded by a fringe of islands and an indented coast-line, and therefore obliged to assert the right of innocent passage, and because, the right of innocent passage is implicit when straits connect two parts of the high seas.
Maxwell Cohen, in 1958, is the only important supporter of the inland water theory :
"With respect to the various straits and bodies of water between the many islands of the Archipelago where American naval vessels traverse today, these must be treated as Canadian waters in the same sense that the International Court of Justice viewed the waters of the great Norwegian "inland waters" [...]"»
Territorial waters and high seas
It is most probable that the legal status of the Canadian waters in the Arctic be partly territorial and partly high seas, because Canada considers these waters as territorial and no one has contested her claim yet. 3 » Three facts must be borne in mind before we undertake the study of the second section, firstly, that the three mile (nautical) limit is part of our internal law, 3i secondly, that Canada considers herself bound by the Territorial Sea Convention of 1958 insofar as its basic principles are concerned 32 and thirdly, that Canada's attitude towards islands and archipelagoes as exposed at La Haye, in 1929, is that the islands have their own territorial waters which must not exceed three nautical miles, when the distance between the islands and the coast or between the islands is superior to six nautical miles, the water beyond this limit is part of the high seas unless it is circumscribed by the territorial waters of the one and the same state.
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All this is very clear, however in the Arctic, one problem, comes to our attention.
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This problem is of a physical nature, it is the problem of the ice. Either we can consider that the ice forms part of the land and that Canada may exercise over it a sovereignty analogous to the one she exercises over land, and that as a result, the territorial waters must be measured from the point where the ice takes on its liquid state. Or, we can consider that ice is like water and that therefore the territorial waters can be measured 27 Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone, loc.
cit. supra, note 24. 28 Maxwell COHEN, "Polar Ice and Arctic Sovereignty" (Aug.
1958) Saturday Night, n°-18. » See, Territorial and Fishing Zones Act, S. C. 1964; P.C. 1967 -2025 ,-Oct. 26, 1967 . 50 Canadian Shipping Act, R.C.S. 1952 Territorial and Fishing Zones Act, loc.
cit. supra, note 29. 33 Réponse du Canada dans la Conférence pour la codification du dr. infl, S.D.N. Publications, 1929, Book II, vol. 9. 34 from the points where the land ceases to be land. The problem becomes even more complex when we consider that ice in the Arctic may be divided into three categories : fast or coastal ice, Arctic pack, and ice which links the two. The waters which the Manhattan crossed during her voyage through the Northwest passage could hardly be considered as Arctic pack ice, because if it had been, she would have not succeeded in navigating through it. It is obvious that hard pack invites a comparison to land. For example consider the fact that during the Russo-Japanese war, a railroad was constructed over frozen Lake Baikal. Also there is no doubt that some scientific research bases have been installed on floating ice islands, on some, airstrips have been built. On two points however we can contest this comparison to land. Firstly, contrary to land, one can navigate under ice, one cannot navigate under land. This has been amply shown by the ventures of the Sea Dragon and in 1959, the nuclear submarines Nautilus and Skate. 35 Secondly, that according to reliable meteorological date, there is an upward movement in temperatures and that there is a possibility that the physical qualities of the ice may vary greatly.
36 One could point out that land, earth, also is subject to corrosion ; however, it is highly improbable that the earth becomes liquid mud and assimilates itself to the ocean before the ice melts and assimilates itself to the ocean. There is also the fact that ice conditions vary greatly, more appreciably and more rapidly than earth conditions and that it therefore would be absurd to stake any claim on ice.
Louis St. Laurent, in 1953, was a partisan to the theory that ice was similar to land and should be considered legally as such. In 1946, Pearson, then Canadian ambassador to the United States, stated :
"A large part of the world's total Arctic area is Canadian. One should know exactly what this part comprises. It includes not only Canada's northern mainland, but the islands and the frozen seas north of the mainland between the meridians of its east and west boundaries extended to the North Pole." 37
In my opinion, the Sector Theory in the consideration of the status of the ice fogs up the question, because sector claims are not selective, the quality of the surface being immaterial. The U.S.S.R. claims the ice while it is in her sector thereby conciliating the sector theory with the ice problem 38 but this solution cannot be seriously considered and has not been recognized by any nation.
In 1956, Jean Lesage, minister of the Department of Northern Affairs, stated :
"We have never suscribed to the sector theory in application to the ice. We are content that our sovereignty exists over all Arctic islands [...] to our mind the sea be it frozen or in its natural liquid state, is the sea and our sovereignty exists over the lands and over our territorial waters." 3 « However, one could object here that although this is the best officiai evidence on the Canadian position, it does not specifically mention tjje waters of the Arctic archipelago. The legal adviser of the Department of External Affairs, in 1967, remained silent, with respect to the legal status of the waters covered by ice all year round.
On the behalf of those who maintain the theory that ice is more similar to land than to water, I would like to entertain the following possibility. It is said in the Convention of 1958 that territorial waters are to be measured from the land which <> If we consider this condition and if we consider that ice is frozen water and is more like water than like land, then the majority of Greenland is covered by water and is never uncovered and one could even go so far as to maintain that the east, and west, and south coasts of Greenland constitute a continent which has a U shape, the central area of Greenland therefore being part of the high seas. We can conclude that this proposition is absurd on the sole basis that, if it is part of the high seas, why can't a submarine navigate under Greenland ? Why not conclude furthermore that ice is more like water insofar as it is navigable.
We have concluded therefore, I believe, in an as logical manner as possible that ice is more like water and that, therefore, territorial waters must be measured from the land. If we examine the route taken by the S.S. Manhattan, we notice that there is only one area in which the ship would be going through territorial waters and this is when she goes through the Prince of Wales Strait. During the rest of the route, the ship is on the high seas.
On the high seas, one has the right of free and innocent passage, one has the liberty to fish, one has the liberty to install cables and pipelines, and one has the right to fly over the high seas.
Canada, as a state bordering the high seas, has no more authority over the high seas than any other state.
What authority does Canada have in the Prince of Wales Strait which is considered as territorial water ? One should bear in mind here that the reason why a nation has territorial waters is in order to protect its security, in order to protect its commercial, fiscal, and political interests, and in order to enjoy the products of the sea necessary for the welfare of the people living on the coast. The right of innocent passage is enjoyed by the commercial ships of all nations and the Coastal State has no right to prevent this passage or to levy any tolls or other fees unless this has been especially provided for in a treaty. There has never been any treaty specifically concerning the Prince of Wales Strait.
Canada could always invoke the Corfu Channel Case « in order to bar the passage of certain ships (warships) and that only in certain circumstances, however, Canada could not refuse the right of innocent passage, to all other ships navigating through the Prince of Wales Strait. The baselines could be drawn in such a fashion as to include the Prince of Wales Strait as well as the whole Northwest Passage in Canada's internal waters, however, as newly enclosed waters as we have said before, Canada could not refuse the right of innocent passage. Under the Territorial Sea Convention,* 2 Canada could suspend the right of innocent passage only if essential to her security. Passage is innocent in so long as it shall not interfere with the good order and peace of the coastal state or states.
It seems to me that the Northwest Passage will not become an international strait in the near future because, although it certainly could be an advantageous route to many nations, at the moment, and in the near future, Canada and the United States are and will be the most interested since they shall be developing their own mineral and oil resources. There is no reason why this could not be done in a spirit of cooperation since it can be assumed that both will profit from this venture. However, I believe that it should be up to Canada to take the initiative, as soon as possible, in preventing pollution and in preparing with the United States some sort of agreement which would be very strict regarding pollution of the waters in the Arctic. Humans have a tendency cit. supra, n°-24, sect. Ill, art. 14-23. to sacrifice perfection for rapidity, and in this venture, I believe that it would be worthwhile to wait may be a few years until the United States will have put a foolproof ship on the market. Beathard, the public relations manager of the Manhattan, said that "The portion of the hull where the tanks were located was not designed to withstand the impact of ice," 43 and that he "fully appreciated the concern of Canadians, that had the tanks been filled with oil, such damage could have resulted in pollution." 4. Why an analogous solution to that found for the Antarctic cannot be applied to the Arctic
The legal status of the waters in the Arctic could never be resolved in the same way as the legal status of the land covered with ice was resolved in the Antarctic, in 1961, 44 because of the different potentialities which the two areas have. The Antarctic has no foreseeable economic future ; for the moment, the Antarctic is a base for scientific exploration to which all countries are welcome. This is not the case for the Arctic and will never be firstly, from a military point of view, the Arctic is a key defence point because the two greatest powers in the world border the Arctic, and already, all sorts of radar tracking and military bases have been installed. The future of the Arctic is surely an economically rich one, which will profit especially to Canada, the United States and the Soviet Union. Even from a point of view of transportation, there is no reason to use the Antarctic as an international airway or naval route contrary to the Arctic which represents a great potential for the world of transportation alone. There is only one interesting possibility in the Antarctic, it is to establish spaceship launching sites there, because of the near absence of radiation. However, this lies also in the distant future.
CONCLUSION
Most of the earth's land lies in the north and from that premise, we understand why man has become more and more interested in the North. With such stimulants as the population crash and the discovery of oil, it will not take man very long before he will conquer the barriers of cold and darkness, in order to occupy, to discover, to inhabit and to use this area of the world to its fullest capacity. Canada will have a major role in the development of the Arctic, it is up to her to make good the start and to try and foresee in a conscientious way the effects that today's actions will have on the future. One must never pursue a short term goal to the detriment of a long term goal.
